
                         Report of online classes -Manigal Kottur June – Aug31st

The project had been conducting online classes for the past two months so that the children do 
not loose touch with their studies altogether because of the Covid situation.  The two project 
teachers of the primary, Sridurga and Jayalkshmi started talking to all the parents realized that 
not all the children of the community have access to a smart phone. So the teachers started 
interacting with the children who are available over phone and made two or three of their friends 
sit together and listen to the classes.  

The teachers encountered a variety of problems initially. Sometimes repeated calls have to be 
made to get the classes started. At other times children are playing and do not attend to calls.  If 
one child’s cell is not working or the the parent is out, another child is contacted after a series of 
phone calls. The teachers find it extremely stressful when children don’t turn up at the scheduled 
time and they have to alter their plans. Nevertheless the children who are studying regularly are 
enjoying the interaction with the project teachers. Every week story telling is also scheduled so 
that the children attending the classes do not drop out. The teachers were unable to send across 
worksheets physically in June as the colony was surrounded by containment zones. 

  

In the high school , the child of class 10 did not have access to a phone . The HM of the sschool  
arranged for a phone and had given instructions to Geetha Natarajan, the project teacher, to 
follow up his education. The school teachers too conduct online classes for classes 10 and 9 and 
share with the project teacher all educational videos, assignments, test details. Geetha ensures 
that the lessons are understood and checks their work. She also teaches a few other slow learners 
in high school to catch up with others. She lives in Kottur and often sees some of the older 
children going to work with their parents. This is causing concern as it has taken a lot of effort to 
bring the children this far. Prolonged closure may result in some children not getting back to 
school at all or losing touch with their studies and eventually dropping  out.



        
Santosh class 10                             Saravanan class 9                     
  

Uma maheswari who lives in the colony wanted to resume the tution classes in August and we 
were hopeful that through her we can teach some more children inside the colony. However, 
uma’s neighbor was quarantined. So we asked Uma to defer her tuitions to the month of Sept. 
She can be the link with the community and parents and coordinate with the teachers and ensure 
that they are ready for online classes and also reach worksheets to the children in the colony. 

Manikandan


